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Veho VCC-100-XL MUVI™ X-Lapse

Brand : Veho Product code: VCC-100-XL

Product name : VCC-100-XL MUVI™ X-Lapse

- Create 90° degree (15 minutes), 180° degree (30 minutes), 270° degree (45 minutes), 360° degree (60
minutes) sweeping time-lapse films
- Create 90° degree, 180° degree, 270° degree, 360° degree panoramic pictures
- Mount cameras up to 750 grams on the standard 1/4 -20 UNC male tripod screw thread. Perfect for the
MUVI™ HD or other actions cameras with continuous photo mode
- Standard 1/4 -20 UNC female tripod screw thread for mounting on Veho DuoPod tripod or other tripod
systems
- Integral fold out feet to stabilize and support larger cameras
- Ships with iPhone/Smartphone holder to enable panoramic time lapse photography using your
smartphone with apps such as Time Lapse Pro or Glimpse Pro
Veho® VCC-100-XL MUVI™ X-Lapse

Features

Product colour Black
Maximum weight capacity 0.75 kg
Connecting thread 1/4-20"
Product type * Mounting clamp
Rotating
Angle of rotation 360°
Country of origin China

Weight & dimensions

Width 73 mm
Depth 48 mm
Weight 99 g

Packaging data

Package width 93 mm
Package depth 76 mm
Package height 76 mm
Package weight 145 g

Logistics data

Master (outer) case width 395 mm
Master (outer) case length 395 mm
Master (outer) case height 200 mm
Master (outer) case gross weight 8.4 kg
Products per master (outer) case 50 pc(s)
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